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(54) RUNNING METHOD FOR EMBEDDED TYPE VIRTUAL DEVICE AND SYSTEM

(57) Disclosed by the present invention are a running
method for an embedded type virtual device and a sys-
tem, an embedded type device being divided into a man-
aging process, a plurality of real-time modules and a plu-
rality of non-real-time modules. The managing process
reading a configuration file, loading real-time and non-re-
al-time module libraries of each processor and complet-
ing initialization interaction by means of a virtual control-
ler area network (CAN) bus and first in, first out (FIFO)
communication. The managing process starting a re-
al-time thread and serially scheduling real-time task ac-

cording to a task period setting relation. The managing
process starting a plurality of non-real-time threads, call-
ing a period task of a non-real-time module and carrying
out parallel communication with a plurality of debugging
clients. The real-time modules exchange data with each
other by means of a virtual data bus, and the real-time
modules exchange data with the non-real-time modules
by means of a sharing memory.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention belongs to the field of de-
velopment of embedded type devices, and particularly
relates to a running method for an embedded type virtual
device and a system.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

[0002] An embedded type device is key equipment for
safe and stable operation in fields of power systems, in-
dustrial control and the like, and has high professionali-
zation threshold, complicated research and development
processes, complicated functions needing to be devel-
oped by teams, and high research and development cost.
The research and development of the embedded type
device includes application algorithms, software and
hardware platforms, device debugging, and the like. The
current integration degree of the embedded type device
is also increasing. For example, a centralized protection
measurement and control device includes a plurality of
professional functions such as line protection, transform-
er protection, busbar protection, stability control and
measurement and control, the serial research and devel-
opment of the device needs a long period, and the parallel
research and development of the device needs more de-
vice samples and debugging devices. In order to improve
the research and development efficiency of the device
and lower the research and development cost, it is nec-
essary to provide a running method for an embedded
type virtual device and a system, the actual hardware
environment of the device can be simulated, and the func-
tions of the device are tested based on virtual input data.
The virtual methods in the existing literature often focus
on simulation tests of application algorithms, and equiv-
alent simulation methods of whole devices are not in-
volved. In actual device development, in addition to sup-
porting application functions, functions of man-machine
interfaces, communication and the like also need to be
debugged, which is also an important part in product re-
search and development, so that it is necessary to pro-
vide an equivalent running method for complete simula-
tion of an embedded type device and a system so as to
realize complete device function verification tests. The
present disclosure is created therefore.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The objective of the present invention is to re-
alize the virtual running environment of an embedded
type device and obtain complete virtual running test func-
tions. In order to achieve the above objective, the present
invention is directed to a running method for an embed-
ded type virtual device, where a virtual managing process
reads a configuration file of the device, loads real-time
modules and non-real-time modules, serially schedules

the tasks of each real-time module in grades according
to a task period setting relation in a real-time scheduling
thread, and realizes accurate synchronization of data ex-
change among a plurality of processors. The virtual man-
aging process starts a plurality of threads to run event
callback and period tasks of the non-real-time modules,
and carries out parallel communication with a plurality of
protocol debugging clients. The running method specif-
ically includes the following steps:

step 1: a simulation main interface process of a per-
sonal computer (PC) acquires simulation setting in-
formation and starts the virtual managing process of
the embedded type device; the virtual managing
process reads the configuration file of the device,
acquires the configuration information of hardware,
loads the real-time module of each processor, ac-
quires the process configuration information of a
main central processing unit (CPU), and loads the
corresponding non-real-time module; the managing
process reads the man-machine communication
configuration information in the configuration file,
and creates a configuration sharing memory; when
loading modules, the managing process extracts
and records a predefined module export function ad-
dress;

step 2: the virtual managing process carries out ini-
tialization interaction by means of a virtual CAN bus
and the real-time modules according to a hardware
statement order, and the managing process gathers
the data exchange information of each real-time
module and creates a data bus; the virtual managing
process carries out initialization interaction by
means of virtual FIFO and the non-real-time modules
according to a non-real-time process statement or-
der in the configuration file;

step 3: the virtual managing process starts a virtual
real-time task scheduling thread, calls an export in-
terface predefined by the real-time modules, and se-
rially schedules the real-time tasks in each period in
grades; the virtual managing process starts a plural-
ity of non-real-time threads, calls period tasks of non-
real-time modules, and carries out parallel commu-
nication with a plurality of debugging clients; and

step 4: in the running process of the virtual device,
the real-time modules acquire interactive data be-
tween processors based on the data bus, and the
real-time modules exchange data with the non-real-
time modules based on the sharing memory; the re-
al-time SLAVE module refreshes the variable agents
of the non-real-time modules to the data bus so as
to be transferred to other processors.

[0004] Further, in step 1, the real-time module of a dig-
ital signal processor (DSP) is a dynamic link library and
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is compiled by an operating system-less application pro-
gram of the embedded type device and a virtual system
library of the DSP. The real-time module SLAVE of a
main CPU is a dynamic link library and is compiled by a
real-time program developed by the embedded type de-
vice based on an operating system after transplantation
and reconstruction and a virtual real-time system library
of the main CPU. The non-real-time module is compiled
by a non-real-time program developed by the embedded
type device based on the operating system after trans-
plantation and reconstruction and a virtual non-real-time
system library of the main CPU. Based on a virtual plat-
form library of the PC, only the compiling environment of
the application program of the device needs to be
switched to realize recompilation, and codes do not need
to be modified. A virtual simulation device and an actual
device share the same configuration file, and the appli-
cation personnel do not need to modify the device con-
figuration.
[0005] Further, in step 3, the tasks of each real-time
module are serially managed according to the period
grade, the virtual real-time task scheduling thread calcu-
lates the least common multiple of a plurality of real-time
task periods of the device, the least common multiple is
taken as a step size cycle, and when the step sizes are
accumulated to the period value of the corresponding
grade, the task of this grade is called and the time mark
of the virtual device is updated to the sharing memory,
where the minimum resolution is virtual microsecond.
[0006] Further, the virtual real-time task scheduling
thread supports scheduling according to an order of data
bus reading, real-time task operation and data bus writing
so as to accurately simulate one point delay of a parallel
bus of the embedded type device, and also supports
scheduling according to an order of data bus reading,
data bus writing and real-time task operation so as to
accurately simulate two point delays of a serial bus of
the embedded type device, where scheduling modes can
be configured.
[0007] Further, in step 3, a period calling interface of
a non-real-time thread supports communication mes-
sage receiving and transmitting tasks based on event
trigger, and supports reading of the actual time of the PC
to execute a millisecond-grade period task.
[0008] Further, in step 4, the real-time module SLAVE
creates a circular buffer area, can store the second-grade
data accumulated by the data bus, and is used for re-
cording a plurality of period data before recording trigger
during recording of the virtual device. The non-real-time
module reads the data of the corresponding point from
the buffer area according to the current virtual time mark
in the sharing memory so as to be transferred to a de-
bugging client to be displayed.
[0009] Further, in step 3, the debugging client supports
visual page debugging, IEC61850 protocol debugging,
IEC103 debugging, liquid crystal display (LCD) debug-
ging, and the like. Based on a system public library, new
debugging protocols can be flexibly expanded, and new

modules can be developed.
[0010] Further, in step 1, after the simulation main in-
terface process of the PC starts the virtual managing
process, the prompt information in initialization and run-
ning processes of the virtual device is displayed in real
time by means of output redirection. The simulation main
interface process of the PC supports simulation modes
such as specified Comtrade waveform file input,
PSCAD/Hypersim data array input, process layer net-
work GOOSE data or null data. The simulation main in-
terface process of the PC supports import of a directory
of application programs, automatically forms Makefile,
calls a PC compiler, and forms a dynamic link library of
the application programs. The simulation main interface
process acquires the task operation statistical informa-
tion recorded by the virtual managing process, provides
interface display including the task operation time of each
grade and the current task count, and supports tabular
information display and graphical information display.
[0011] A running system for an embedded type virtual
device includes a visual configuration subsystem, a sim-
ulation interface subsystem, a virtual managing subsys-
tem, a real-time subsystem, a non-real-time subsystem,
a platform interface library subsystem, a virtual data input
subsystem and a debugging client subsystem, where
the visual configuration subsystem is used for configuring
hardware and software functions of the embedded type
device, setting application functions of the device by
adopting graphical symbols and visual pages, and form-
ing a drive packet and a configuration file of the device;
the simulation interface subsystem is used for setting
simulation information, starting or stopping simulation,
displaying virtual device output information and task sta-
tistics, and automatically compiling application pro-
grams; the simulation interface subsystem supports user
import of a plurality of directory files, automatically forms
Makefile, and compiles application programs; the simu-
lation interface subsystem supports setting of simulation
modes and simulation data sources, starts the virtual
managing process, acquires and displays the output in-
formation of the virtual managing process, acquires the
statistical information of the real-time task, and displays
the statistical information of the real-time task in modes
of a table, a chart and the like;
the virtual managing subsystem reads the configuration
file of the device, loads the real-time subsystem and the
non-real-time subsystem of the device, schedules real-
time tasks and non-real-time tasks, and creates and re-
leases the sharing memory;
the real-time subsystem is corresponding to the program
function of each processor of the device and is compiled
into a dynamic link library;
the non-real-time subsystem is corresponding to the non-
real-time process developed by the main CPU of the de-
vice based on the operating system, is used for simulation
of various communication server terminals and public
service processes of the device, and is compiled into a
dynamic link library;
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the platform interface library subsystem includes a real-
time library of the DSP, a real-time library of the main
CPU and a non-real-time library of the main CPU, pro-
vides device platform-based public interfaces and serv-
ices, defines export interface functions of the real-time
modules and the non-real-time modules, and provides
functions of data registration, variable management, bus
communication and the like;
the virtual data input subsystem provides data sources
for the virtual device, supports waveform reading and
analysis and channel mapping, supports the output data
of third-party simulation software such as EMT-
DC/PSCAD and Hypersim software, and supports a data
array in a self-defining format;
the debugging client subsystem includes a visual debug-
ging client for supporting visual page debugging, includes
a virtual liquid crystal debugging client for displaying the
liquid-crystal hierarchical menu and main screen content
of a physical device, includes an IEC61850 debugging
client for displaying device models, reports, data sets and
constant values, includes an IEC103 debugging client
for displaying general packet data and uploading wave-
forms, and includes a printing client for printing device
menus, constant values and waveform data; and the de-
bugging client subsystem is developed based on a public
system library interface, and new sub-modules can be
flexibly added.

Advantageous Effect

[0012] After the above solution is adopted, the present
invention has the following advantageous effects: by di-
viding the device into the managing process, the real-
time modules and the non-real-time modules, complete
simulation and testing of the complete functions of the
device are supported; based on the platform-based de-
velopment method, the configuration of device research
and development personnel and programs can be carried
out in an actual device and a virtual device, and homol-
ogous maintenance is carried out, thereby obviously in-
creasing the development efficiency, increasing the
problem diagnosis and problem troubleshooting efficien-
cy in the development process, and improving the devel-
opment quality; and the device research and develop-
ment personnel can also carry out parallel development
during the business trip and without the device, thereby
shortening the development period.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 shows a running architecture of an embedded
type virtual device in the present invention;

FIG. 2 shows an initialization process of the embed-
ded type virtual device in the present invention;

FIG. 3 shows a real-time task scheduling principle
of the embedded type virtual device in the present
invention; and

FIG. 4 shows a system structure of the embedded
type virtual device in the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0014] The technical solution of the present invention
is described in detail below with reference to accompa-
nying drawings. An embedded type device is divided into
a virtual managing process Master, a plurality of real-
time modules and a plurality of non-real-time modules,
the virtual managing process reads a configuration file
of the device and loads the real-time modules and the
non-real-time modules, and the virtual managing process
starts a real-time scheduling thread, serially schedules
the tasks of each real-time module in grades according
to a task period setting relation, and realizes accurate
synchronization of data exchange among a plurality of
processors. The virtual managing process starts a plu-
rality of threads to run event callback and period tasks
of the non-real-time modules, and carries out parallel
communication with a plurality of protocol debugging cli-
ents. The running implementation method for the embed-
ded type virtual device is as shown in Fig. 1 and includes
the following steps:

1) The simulation main interface process of a PC
provides a setting interface, acquires simulation set-
ting information (path name of the configuration file
of the device, simulation input data, simulation time,
and the like), calls the simulation setting information
by means of command lines, and starts the virtual
managing process Master of the embedded type de-
vice. The virtual managing process reads the con-
figuration file of the device and acquires the config-
uration information of hardware. In a Windows op-
erating system, the virtual managing process loads
the real-time module corresponding to each proces-
sor by means of LoadLibrary (preferably, the SLAVE
real-time module of the main CPU is SLAVE.dll, and
other processors are named by ID, such as B02.dll,
B03_C1R1.dll). The virtual managing process ac-
quires a plurality of process configuration informa-
tion (process name, process call formal parameter,
and the like) of a main CPU (a processor with an
operating system, such as a Linux operating system
of the embedded type device), and loads the corre-
sponding non-real-time module of an upper compu-
ter (such as LCD.dll and IEC61850.dll). The manag-
ing process reads the man-machine communication
configuration information (LCD menu reference ta-
ble, displacement report, recording, and other vari-
able configuration packets) in the configuration file,
and creates a configuration sharing memory. When
loading modules, the managing process extracts
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and records a predefined module export function ad-
dress, and predefined function interfaces are defined
in the system library, such as newModule, initMod-
ule, freeModule, runTask1 and runTask2 interfaces.
The system library based on the embedded type de-
vice is subjected to transplantation and reconstruc-
tion under the Windows operating system to form a
system library of the DSP, a real-time library of the
main CPU and a non-real-time library of the main
CPU. The real-time module of the DSP is a dynamic
link library of application programs and is compiled
by an operating system-less application program of
the embedded type device and a virtual system li-
brary of the DSP. The real-time module SLAVE of
the main CPU is a dynamic link library and is com-
piled by a real-time program developed by the em-
bedded type device based on an operating system
after transplantation and reconstruction and a virtual
real-time system library of the main CPU. The non-
real-time module is compiled by a non-real-time pro-
gram developed by the embedded type device based
on the operating system after transplantation and
reconstruction and a virtual non-real-time system li-
brary of the main CPU. The simulation main interface
process of the PC supports import of a directory of
application programs, automatically forms Makefile,
calls a PC compiler (VC or GCC compiler), and forms
a dynamic link library of the application programs.
Based on a virtual platform library of the PC, only
the compiling environment of the application pro-
gram of the device needs to be switched to realize
recompilation, and codes of an application layer do
not need to be modified.
Preferably, the configuration file of the embedded
type device is formed by means of a visual configu-
ration tool, the virtual simulation device and the ac-
tual device share the same configuration file, and
the application personnel do not need to modify the
device configuration.
After the simulation main interface process of the PC
starts the virtual managing process, the prompt in-
formation (printf/perror output information and the
like is acquired) in initialization and running process-
es of a Master virtual device is acquired by means
of output redirection and is displayed on an interface.
The simulation main interface process acquires the
task operation statistical data recorded by the virtual
managing process (preferably, the simulation main
interface process acquires related data by means of
interprocess Pipe communication), provides inter-
face display including the task operation time of each
grade and the current task count, and supports tab-
ular information display and graphical information
display.
The simulation main interface process of the PC also
supports setting of virtual simulation data sources
and can select simulation modes, such as Comtrade
waveform file input, PSCAD/Hypersim/self-defining

data array input (preferably, storage is carried out
point by point according to channels by adopting a
text format), process layer network GOOSE data
(preferably, GOOSE messages of a link layer are
acquired by means of winpcap package capture),
and null data, and the Master switches correspond-
ing simulation modes according to command formal
parameters. During waveform and data array input,
the Master reads data point by point in a real-time
thread, and the real-time module acquires the input
data of the current point according to the channel
number by means of a callback function.

2) The virtual managing process carries out initiali-
zation interaction by means of a virtual CAN bus and
the real-time modules according to a hardware state-
ment order, the real-time modules transfer input and
output variable registration information and constant
value registration information, and the managing
process issues the task period information of the de-
vice, gathers the data exchange information of each
real-time module, distributes variable data exchange
addresses for each interrupt in a data bus, and cre-
ates the data bus. The virtual managing process car-
ries out initialization interaction by means of virtual
FIFO and the non-real-time modules according to a
non-real-time process statement order in the config-
uration file, the non-real-time modules transfer var-
iable registration information and constant value reg-
istration information, the managing process issues
the related information of the sharing memory, and
the non-real-time process can read the configuration
sharing memory during initialization so as to com-
plete the initialization work corresponding to this
module. The initialization process of the embedded
type virtual device is as shown in FIG. 2.

3) The virtual managing process starts a virtual real-
time task scheduling thread, calls an export interface
predefined by the real-time modules, and serially
schedules the real-time tasks in each period in
grades. The task scheduling principle of the real-time
thread is as shown in FIG. 3. The tasks of each real-
time module are serially managed according to the
period grade, the virtual real-time task scheduling
thread calculates the least common multiple of a plu-
rality of real-time task periods of the device, the least
common multiple is taken as a step size cycle, and
when the step sizes are accumulated to the period
value of the corresponding grade, the task of this
grade is called and the time mark of the virtual device
is updated to the sharing memory, where the mini-
mum resolution is virtual 1 microsecond. The virtual
real-time task scheduling thread supports schedul-
ing according to an order of data bus reading, real-
time task operation and data bus writing so as to
accurately simulate one point delay of a parallel bus
of the embedded type device, and also supports
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scheduling according to an order of data bus reading,
data bus writing and real-time task operation so as
to accurately simulate two point delays of a serial
bus of the embedded type device, where scheduling
modes can be configured. The period calling inter-
face of the non-real-time thread supports communi-
cation message receiving and transmitting tasks
based on event trigger (select/poll event of TCP,
reading and writing events of serial port, and the like),
and supports reading of the actual time of the PC to
execute a millisecond-grade period task (the plat-
form library provides an AddTimerTask managing
period task, and multi-period task scheduling of the
non-real-time modules is carried out by calculating
the difference between the current time and the last
time at the period calling interface). One non-real-
time module is corresponding to one thread, and the
managing process starts a plurality of non-real-time
threads, calls period tasks of the non-real-time mod-
ules, and carries out parallel communication with a
plurality of debugging clients.

4) In the running process of the virtual device, the
real-time modules acquire interactive data between
processors based on the data bus, and the real-time
modules exchange data with the non-real-time mod-
ules based on the sharing memory. The real-time
SLAVE module supports refreshing of the variable
agents of the non-real-time modules to the data bus
so as to be transferred to other processors. The real-
time module SLAVE creates a circular buffer area,
can store the second-grade data accumulated by the
data bus (such as interrupt interaction data of a serial
high speed bus accumulated for 3 seconds), and can
derive a plurality of period data before recording trig-
ger when the virtual device forms a waveform file.
The non-real-time module reads the data of the cor-
responding point from the shared data buffer area
according to the current virtual time mark in the shar-
ing memory so as to be transferred to a debugging
client to be displayed.

[0015] A running system for an embedded type virtual
device as shown in FIG. 4 includes a visual configuration
subsystem, a simulation interface subsystem, a virtual
managing subsystem, a real-time subsystem, a non-real-
time subsystem, a platform interface library subsystem,
a virtual data input subsystem and a debugging client
subsystem, where
the visual configuration subsystem is used for configuring
hardware and software functions of the embedded type
device, supporting setting of application functions of the
device by adopting graphical symbols and visual pages,
supporting tabular configuration of constant value pack-
ets, man-machine interface information of the device,
communication point tables and the like, and forming a
drive packet and a configuration file of the device, and
the formed configuration file is an input file of the virtual

device;
the simulation interface subsystem is used for setting
simulation information, starting or stopping simulation,
displaying virtual device output information and task sta-
tistics, automatically compiling application programs and
the like, the simulation interface subsystem supports user
import of a plurality of h/c files in a directory, the subsys-
tem automatically scans and acquires the h/c files in the
directory, automatically forms Makefile required by a VC
or GCC compiler, calls the compiler, links the system
library, compiles application programs and forms a *.DLL
file of a dynamic link library. The subsystem supports
setting of simulation modes and simulation data sources
(the simulation modes include Comtrade waveform file
input, PSCAD/Hypersim self-defining data array input,
process layer network GOOSE data, null data and the
like), and the subsystem starts the virtual managing sub-
system, acquires and displays the output information of
the virtual managing process, acquires the statistical in-
formation of the real-time task and displays the statistical
information of the real-time task in modes of a table, a
chart and the like;
the virtual managing subsystem reads the configuration
file of the device in a main inlet function, acquires the
configuration information of hardware, loads the real-
time subsystem of the device, acquires the process con-
figuration information of the main CPU, loads the non-
real-time subsystem, creates related threads, schedules
real-time tasks and non-real-time tasks, and creates and
releases the sharing memory;
the real-time subsystem is corresponding to the program
function of each processor of the device and is compiled
into a dynamic link library;
the non-real-time subsystem is corresponding to the non-
real-time process developed by the main CPU of the de-
vice based on the operating system, and has functions,
such as printing, for various communication server ter-
minals and public service of the device;
the platform interface library subsystem includes a real-
time library sysapi_dsp.lib of the DSP, a real-time library
sysapi_cpu_rt.lib of the main CPU and a non-real-time
library sysapi_cpu_nrt.lib of the main CPU, and the sub-
system provides device platform-based public interfaces
and services, defines export interface functions of the
real-time modules and the non-real-time modules, and
provides functions of data registration, variable manage-
ment, bus communication and the like;
the virtual data input subsystem provides data sources
for the virtual device, supports waveform reading and
analysis and channel mapping, supports the output data
of third-party simulation software such as EMT-
DC/PSCAD and Hypersim software, and supports a data
array in a self-defining format;
the debugging client subsystem includes a visual debug-
ging client for supporting double-click of connecting lines
of visual pages, issuing variables to the virtual managing
subsystem which transfers variable values, and display-
ing data in real time, includes a virtual liquid crystal de-
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bugging client for displaying the liquid-crystal hierarchical
menu and main screen content of a physical device and
issuing a debugging control command, includes an
IEC61850 debugging client for reading device models by
means of an IEC61850 protocol and displaying reports,
data sets and constant values, includes an IEC103 de-
bugging client for displaying general packet data and up-
loading waveforms by means of IEC103 network and se-
rial port protocols, and includes a printing client for print-
ing device menus, constant values and waveform data
based on network protocols; the debugging client sub-
system is developed based on a public system library
interface, and new sub-modules can be flexibly expand-
ed and added; and the debugging client subsystem sup-
ports click on related buttons in the simulation subsys-
tem, starts related debugging clients, carries out TCP
communication by means of 127.0.0.1, and supports vir-
tual keyboard response events, serial port receiving and
transmitting and the like.
[0016] The above embodiments are merely used for
explaining the technical idea of the present invention,
and the protection scope of the present invention cannot
be limited. Any change made based on the technical so-
lution according to the technical idea of the present in-
vention falls within the protection scope of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A running method for an embedded type virtual de-
vice, wherein the method comprises the following
specific steps:

step 1: simulation information is set, a virtual
managing process of an embedded type device
is started, and the virtual managing process
reads the configuration file of the device, ac-
quires the configuration information of hard-
ware, loads the real-time module of each proc-
essor, acquires the process configuration infor-
mation of a main CPU, and loads the corre-
sponding non-real-time module; the virtual man-
aging process reads the man-machine commu-
nication configuration information in the config-
uration file, and creates a configuration sharing
memory; when loading modules, the virtual
managing process extracts and records a pre-
defined module export function address;
step 2: the virtual managing process carries out
initialization interaction by means of a virtual
CAN bus and the real-time modules according
to a hardware statement order, and the virtual
managing process gathers the data exchange
information of each real-time module and cre-
ates a data bus; the virtual managing process
carries out initialization interaction by means of
virtual FIFO and the non-real-time modules ac-

cording to a non-real-time process statement or-
der in the configuration file;
step 3: the virtual managing process starts a vir-
tual real-time task scheduling thread, calls an
export interface predefined by the real-time
modules, and serially schedules the real-time
tasks in each period in grades; the virtual man-
aging process starts a plurality of non-real-time
threads, calls period tasks of non-real-time mod-
ules, and carries out parallel communication
with a plurality of debugging clients; and
step 4: in the running process of the virtual de-
vice, the real-time modules acquire interactive
data between processors based on the data bus,
and the real-time modules exchange data with
the non-real-time modules based on the sharing
memory; the real-time SLAVE module refreshes
the variable agents of the non-real-time modules
to the data bus so as to be transferred to other
processors.

2. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 1, the
real-time module of a DSP processor is a dynamic
link library and is compiled by an operating system-
less application program of the embedded type de-
vice and a virtual system library of the DSP;
the real-time module SLAVE of a main CPU is a dy-
namic link library and is compiled by a real-time pro-
gram developed by the embedded type device based
on an operating system after transplantation and re-
construction and a virtual real-time system library of
the main CPU;
the non-real-time module is compiled by a non-real-
time program developed by the embedded type de-
vice based on the operating system after transplan-
tation and reconstruction and a virtual non-real-time
system library of the main CPU; and based on a vir-
tual platform library of a PC, the compiling environ-
ment of the application program of the device is
switched to realize recompilation, and a virtual sim-
ulation device and an actual device share the same
configuration file.

3. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 3, the
tasks of each real-time module are serially managed
according to the period grade, the virtual real-time
task scheduling thread calculates the least common
multiple of a plurality of real-time task periods of the
device, the least common multiple is taken as a step
size cycle, and when the step sizes are accumulated
to the period value of the corresponding grade, the
task of this grade is called and the time mark of the
virtual device is updated to the sharing memory.

4. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 3, the
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virtual real-time task scheduling thread carries out
scheduling according to an order of data bus reading,
real-time task operation and data bus writing so as
to accurately simulate one point delay of a parallel
bus of the embedded type device;
or the virtual real-time task scheduling thread carries
out scheduling according to an order of data bus
reading, data bus writing and real-time task opera-
tion so as to accurately simulate two point delays of
a serial bus of the embedded type device.

5. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 3, a pe-
riod calling interface of a non-real-time thread sup-
ports communication message receiving and trans-
mitting tasks based on event trigger, and supports
reading of the actual time of a PC to execute a mil-
lisecond-grade period task.

6. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 4, the
real-time module SLAVE creates a circular buffer ar-
ea, stores the second-grade data accumulated by
the data bus, and is used for recording a plurality of
period data before recording trigger during recording
of the virtual device; and the non-real-time module
reads the data of the corresponding point from the
buffer area according to the current virtual time mark
in the sharing memory so as to be transferred to a
debugging client to be displayed.

7. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 1, after
the virtual managing process is started, the prompt
information in initialization and running processes of
the virtual device is displayed in real time by means
of output redirection.

8. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 1, the
simulation modes supported by the simulation infor-
mation comprise specified Comtrade waveform file
input, PSCAD/Hypersim data array input, process
layer network GOOSE data or null data.

9. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 1, Make-
file is formed by importing a directory of application
programs, and a dynamic link library of the applica-
tion programs is formed by calling a PC compiler.

10. The running method for the embedded type virtual
device according to claim 1, wherein in step 1, inter-
face display is provided for the task operation statis-
tical information recorded by the virtual managing
process, the content of information interface display
comprises the task operation time of each grade and
the current task count, and the form of information

interface display supports tabular information dis-
play and graphical information display.

11. A running system for an embedded type virtual de-
vice, wherein the system comprises a visual config-
uration subsystem, a simulation interface subsys-
tem, a virtual managing subsystem, a real-time sub-
system, a non-real-time subsystem, a platform inter-
face library subsystem, a virtual data input subsys-
tem and a debugging client subsystem, wherein
the visual configuration subsystem is used for con-
figuring hardware and software functions of the em-
bedded type device, setting application functions of
the device by adopting graphical symbols and visual
pages, and forming a drive packet and a configura-
tion file of the device;
the simulation interface subsystem is used for setting
simulation information, starting or stopping simula-
tion, displaying virtual device output information and
task statistics, and automatically compiling applica-
tion programs;
the simulation interface subsystem supports user im-
port of a plurality of directory files, automatically
forms Makefile, and compiles application programs;
the simulation interface subsystem supports setting
of simulation modes and simulation data sources,
starts the virtual managing process, acquires and
displays the output information of the virtual manag-
ing process, acquires the statistical information of
the real-time task, and displays the statistical infor-
mation of the real-time task in modes of a table, a
chart and the like;
the virtual managing subsystem reads the configu-
ration file of the device, loads the real-time subsys-
tem and the non-real-time subsystem of the device,
schedules real-time tasks and non-real-time tasks,
and creates and releases a sharing memory;
the real-time subsystem is corresponding to the pro-
gram function of each processor of the device and
is compiled into a dynamic link library;
the non-real-time subsystem is corresponding to the
non-real-time process developed by a main CPU of
the device based on an operating system, is used
for simulation of various communication server ter-
minals and public service processes of the device,
and is compiled into a dynamic link library;
the platform interface library subsystem comprises
a real-time library of DSP, a real-time library of the
main CPU and a non-real-time library of the main
CPU, provides device platform-based public inter-
faces and services, defines export interface func-
tions of the real-time modules and the non-real-time
modules, and provides functions of data registration,
variable management, bus communication and the
like;
the virtual data input subsystem provides data sourc-
es for the virtual device, supports waveform reading
and analysis and channel mapping, supports the out-
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put data of third-party simulation software, and sup-
ports a data array in a self-defining format;
the debugging client subsystem comprises a visual
debugging client for supporting visual page debug-
ging, comprises a virtual liquid crystal debugging cli-
ent for displaying the liquid-crystal hierarchical menu
and main screen content of a physical device, com-
prises an IEC61850 debugging client for displaying
device models, reports, data sets and constant val-
ues, comprises an IEC103 debugging client for dis-
playing general packet data and uploading wave-
forms, and comprises a printing client for printing de-
vice menus, constant values and waveform data;
and the debugging client subsystem is developed
based on a public system library interface, and new
sub-modules can be flexibly added.
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